Remediant SecureONE
Privileged Access Management
Solution of the Year
CyberSecurity Breakthrough, an independent organization that recognizes
the top companies, technologies and products in the global information
security market, recently announced that Remediant’s SecureONE platform
has been named the winner of the “Privileged Access Management
Solution of the Year” award from CyberSecurity Breakthrough.

It is exciting to see innovators such and Remediant drive change and improvement on this weak link,
revolutionizing the category of Privileged Access Management beyond the password vault and into
a new era of access across the enterprise. Congratulations to the Remediant team on their success
with SecureONE and the well-deserved 2018 CyberSecurity Breakthrough Award designation.
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The simple truth is that passwords will be
compromised, whether through phishing or
countless other vectors, and our ongoing mission is
to provide a new level of control and insight over
the distribution, usage, and protection of privileged
access across enterprise environments. With our
SecureONE platform, the first non-password-vault
based PAM solution on the market, we deliver that
capability at scale, reducing the attack surface
while also making it easy to assign privileged
access via Just In Time Administration.

“

“

James Johnson, managing director, CyberSecurity Breakthrough
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As IT practitioners ourselves, creating a solution
that was easy to roll out and maintain was
critical. SecureONE achieves that objective by
being agentless, integrating well with other IT
Security solutions and providing protection with
the first endpoint enrolled. We are proud to
accept this CyberSecurity Breakthrough
designation in recognition of our agile, easy,
solution to PAM.

LET’S TALK
Book a FREE 45-minute consultation with our
team to see how SecureONE can protect your
ecosystem today. remediant.com/consultation

Remediant delivers on our promise of Securing Innovation through market-leading cybersecurity products.
Our flagship product, SecureONE, brings CISOs, Data Center Managers and IT Security professionals the
control and insight they need over privileged access – the #1 attack vector in security breaches. Built by IT
Security professionals for IT Security professionals, SecureONE stops lateral movement and continuous
monitoring of privileged access changes, while providing deep audit logging and unparalleled usability.

Hard Data
In September 2018, Enterprise Management
Associates conducted a survey of 150 enterprise IT
teams, examining their use of Privileged Access
Management technology.
In addition to naming Remediant a Top 3 Privileged
Access Managemnet provider, the survey revealed
surprising details about how enterprises are, and
are not, using PAM technology today.

Discovering Privileged Access
Have deployed
other PAM:

32%: Exteremely Time Consuming

Have not deployed
any PAM:

4%: Exteremely Time Consuming

At least ‘somewhat
concerned’ about
undiscovered / unmanaged
privileged access use:

Question: How time-consuming is (or would be)
discovering privieleged access for administrators in
your organization? (comparing adopters to
non-adopters)
Conclusion: Enterprises that have deployed a
PAM solution believe that Discovering Privileged
Access is 8x harder than enterprises who have not
rolled out a PAM Solution.
Remediant solution: Automatic, continuous
discovery of privileged accounts is key. SecureONE
can discovery privileged accounts on thousands of
Windows, Mac and Linux systems in minutes.

88%

Just-In-Time Privileged Access
Have privileged
access vs need it:

35%: Need it

61%: Have it

On average...

» Administrators receive requests to elevate a user’s privileges between once and twice per day
» Actual temporary privileged access duration exceeds planned duration by >2 hours
» 41% of privileged access policy violations are due to the access duration being longer than permitted
Conclusion: Assigning privileged access rights on a just-in-time basis, with the shortest possible duration, will reduce
policy violations and significantly improve security.
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LET’S TALK

Remediant solution: Just-in-time Access (JITA) delivers usability and security improvements, while making access easy
to obtain when it’s needed.

Book a FREE 45-minute consultation with
our team to see how SecureONE can
protect your ecosystem today.
remediant.com/consultation

